I. Introduction

Computer and internet are becoming very popular and basic need for day to day life. These needs include sharing of data globally, transactions etc. With the wide use of computer, software becomes complicated and large-scale. Complicated software results more security problems. Software security is the ability of software to prevent system from failures when it is attacked [1]. It is evident from literature survey that the plenty of work has been done in the area of software security. In the following section, some relevant works have been discussed with their findings in order to strengthen the fact that need and importance of having security is continuously increasing at the time of development [4]. In 2008, Beznosov and Chess presents a report on security for U.S. An industry perspective on the secure software challenge. This report was based on the state of the practice and recent advances in engineering secure software for the wide range of industrial application domains. Author discussed the needs [4] and importance of security requirements analysis and threat analysis and suggested that developer needs to properly called and analyze security requirements [7].

In software economic and environment factors may affect it, stability and security as well. Software security requirements mainly include data confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, authorization, and access control. To develop a fully secured system, all phase contributes the same in security hence it is necessary to secure each and every phase of a software. In the context of all this investigation we considered stability as a security factor.

The approach in this work has been taken for software security and security factors. As security factors effects the security of software directly hence enhancing the factors will improve the quality of software. Stability as a security factor effects the security which is defined later in this paper. Stability is the ability of secured software of being stable for a long time period.

II. Software security

Security decisions can be incredibly complex, even when we look at a relatively small and simple problem. Security is about developing software to behave as preventive in the presence of various types of attacks, even though in the real world, software failures usually happen unexpectedly that is, without intentional mischief [3]. Software security feature can’t be added through the addition of sets of features, it must be designed and integrated with the every phase of the software development life cycle.[4]. Undesirable threats take advantage of the weaknesses of the software and hardware and affect the factors of security as privacy, authentication, availability and integrity. Software industries are suffering from these undesirable malicious attacks before software deployment. Hence it is necessary to invigilate the each and every factor of security during the design phase.

III. Security factors

Security is considered as part of software’s non-functional requirements. Such software quality attributes include security, maintainability, performance, reusability, and reliability [2]. Most of these attributes have been
studied and measured extensively. The typical model adopted for security has only three security factors which are also called the three pillars of software security: confidentiality, integrity, availability. These are the three concerns of most endeavors towards providing secure software. These three factors are described as follows.

A. Confidentiality
Confidentiality is an application means that the private and sensitive data handled by the application read by anyone who is not explicitly authorized to view it. It also limits the access of information in right direction and prevention of disclosure of information to unauthorized users. Confidentiality is broader concept of privacy which limits access to individual’s personal information which requires a trusted binding mechanism of design and its total supporting services and related components. It ensures that there is no chance of leakage of information [5].

B. Integrity
Integrity means that the data processed by an application is modified by any unauthorized channels. In integrity effect the whole information is also validated which insure the changes having not any effect of the integrity. As more and more monetary exchanges occur over the internet, integrity is crucial [8].

C. Availability
Availability speaks to the software’s ability to remain operational even in the face of failure or attack. This is typically the hardest attribute to guarantee because there are forces at work that are beyond the control of the system itself. Availability is also related to maximum strength of protection because the information can be traced by intruders to violate security [9].

IV. Stability as a security factor
When any change to the security of software is done than its original design is preserved or not, that is called stability. Stability is the state of being steady or ability to maintain a firm position for a time-period. It is usually considered to be the most important dimensions of dependability. If software is unreliable, it is difficult to ensure software safety or security as they may be compromised by software failures. When the stability will be applied to the software it will be auto-stable. Changes to the software are in frequent. Controlled, security, if changes to the software should not invalidate automated. When any software updated then some attributes of that security are changed but some attributes does not change their behavior, because they are stable when they were constructed. Stability is the software attribute that reflects the software’s ability to operate, normally or abnormally without threatening people or the environment. When stability is an important and essential attribute of security which defines all other attributes of software security and components [10].

V. Stability in context of other software attributes
A. Stability in context of authorization
The process of determining that a person who is requesting for an authorization is allowed to receive a stable service or performance operation. If it is not getting the stable service that means that service will not be secured for a long duration.

B. Stability in context of availability
Assuring information of data and communication s services will be stable for use when expected. Its information of data must be kept available stable to authorized persons when they need it.

C. Stability in context of reliability
Reliability ensures that application performs stable operation without failure in specific environment. Reliability factor is very important in term of stability because as much the system’s reliability increases its security also increases.
D. **Stability in context of survivability**
Survivability ensures that application of software providing stable and essential resources to users even in the presence of an attack. Application can’t have failure points with stability and it will survive for a long duration.

VI. **Impact analysis of security factors**
Take an example of medicines, as antibiotic medicines prevents the viruses to increase, they do not kill them as well as stability as a security factor gives the security stability. To make all the attributes stable in software security, it should be considered as a factor [11]. As it gives all the security factors stability hence it is complement of every attribute of software security which belongs to C.I.A as showed in the given figure.
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VII. **Relation between quality, security and stability**
The demand for quality software continues to intensify due to our society’s increasing dependence on software and internet. So the software security is being also very important phase in software development. Goal of software development is to deliver high quality software which can be achieved only by measuring and estimating its security factors. Stability as a quality factor relates with its estimation during development phase of a software. As early the software security factors are identified and measured the security of software is assured that much early. Hence it states stability factor plays an important role in defining security as well as quality of a software.

VIII. **Discussion**
Development of security design and architecture for software is not a onetime construction process, it is based on reuse of existing security specifications and sub factors. [6] There is common agreement between researchers and security practitioners to integrate security at the preliminary stage of software development life cycle in order to develop secured software. Security estimation and upgrading is possible with the help of finding new security attributes which directly affects the security features of software. Security attributes are found out and its applications are responsible for the successful delivery of secured software.

IX. **Conclusion**
Software security is a complicated issue. Security attributes play an important role in software security estimation. This research paper studies the report on a security factor which is stability, which helps a developer to understand the security in SDLC to develop more secure software. This paper concludes that development of secured software depends on the software attributes and it finally affects the quality of software. Stability as a security factor affects the quality of a software positively if it is considered in the early stage of development.
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